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WATERGAMES & MORE

Specialised in play on, around, with and in water!
Watergames & More constructs water attractions such as waterslides, Spray Parks &
more. From a single attraction to total water play experiences, in which we combine
all kinds of (themed) water attractions. Founded by Paul van den Berg in 2008, our
family business endeavours to enable as many people as possible to enjoy water in a
carefree, safe and playful manner.
Watergames & More has developed its own waterslide product range. This brochure
features all the products in this range, as well as explaining the options available to
personalise your waterslide. Thanks to the implementation of your wishes, a high
quality and attention to safety and sustainability, we can assure you of a safe and
purpose-built waterslide that will last for years. This enables you to increase the
attraction value of your site, while also exercising greater influence on visitor numbers
throughout the year.
Attention and service are of paramount importance to us. If you wish, we can relieve
you of any worries throughout each stage of the process, from analysis and design to
construction and maintenance, ultimately providing turnkey delivery of your project.

www.watergamesandmore.com/en
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OUR APPROACH

Quality & Expertise
GWe would be pleased to assist you in increasing the attraction value of your site.
Regardless of whether it is a swimming pool, public space, recreational accommodation,
amusement park or other recreational location, the carefully considered application of
water play facilities enables you to distinguish yourself from your competitors, attract more
visitors and extend the length of your guests’ stay.

Our own range of waterslides offers the combined advantages of high quality and an
optimal experience. We ensure that the waterslide is personalised and tailored to blend
seamlessly with the surroundings, while also offering turnkey delivery service that enables
you to fully (or partly) outsource its construction.
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The process

Quality

All designs start with an inventory of your particular
wishes, possibly in consultation with an architect and/
or consultancy firm. On the basis of all the information
collected, our in-house designers create a unique design
in compliance with the safety requirements. We then
execute your project as efficiently as possible. If you
wish, we can relieve you of all the burden involved, by
assuming responsibility for the turnkey delivery of your
waterslide, including any construction and installation
work. The designated project manager ensures that the
work runs smoothly, whether it is in the Netherlands or
abroad. We take the project off your hands and hand
over your waterslide ready for use.

Watergames & More has developed its own range of
waterslides. We have compiled a collection of various
products with the most favourable properties to create
our unique product group. We use solely high-grade
glass-fibre reinforced polyester, which we produce
entirely in our own premises, and other high quality,
durable materials with EU accreditation. After all, the
quality ultimately determines the appearance, the
pleasure of use and the ease of maintenance of the
waterslide. This assures both you and your visitors of
carefree aquatic fun for many years to come!

Customisation & total concepts
Do you require a combined waterslide and/or a Spray
Park? That can be arranged! We would be pleased to
design a total concept for you. Furthermore, while our
waterslides can be personalised by the use of colour or
special effects, such as multimedia, the entire attraction
can also be themed. In order to increase the attraction
value, we develop custom decor items, such as a pirate
ship, a mascot, or other elements that match your
theme, corporate identity or surroundings.

Advantages
Tailored to your wishes, site and budget
Swift response, due to our in-house design department
Turnkey delivery relieves you of any burden whatsoever
Maintenance-friendly and sustainable products
Spectacular light & sound effects (themes)
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DISCOVERER

Playful exploration
These small waterslides (up to 1 metre high) are often erected in paddling pools, children’s
pools and Spray Parks. Given the short length of this type of waterslide, the gradient can
raised as high as 70%, without any risk of the toddlers reaching substantial speed on the ride.
The Discoverer can be executed in numerous forms, such as in the shape of a rainbow or an
animal. This waterslide would also serve as a splendid addition to your site, if constructed in
the form of your logo of mascot.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Discoverer
Models
Design

350 to 2000 mm
Gradient: 10 to 70%
Landing: paddling pool or Spray Park

Method of use
Options

Virtually any RAL colour of choice
Themed
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ADVENTURER

Adventurous play
The Adventurer offers your younger visitors endless amusement. Although these waterslides
do not offer a nail-biting ride (as they are just 1 to 3 metres high), they are certainly
surprising, as the Adventurer can be manufactured in any form required. Similarly to the large
models, our small waterslides are made of high-grade glass-fibre reinforced polyester, which
we can supply in a vast range of RAL colours. Moreover, the slides are suitable for seamless
connection to (existing) play structures, platforms and walls.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Adventurer
Models

800 mm
600 mm

Design

Manufacturing margins (bends, taper, gradient of choice)
Gradient: 10 to 70%
Landing: pool, paddling pool or Spray Park

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

0,18 - 2,4 m³/h
Activity Tower
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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WAVERIDER

As a whole family
The WaveRider is probably the oldest and most highly appreciated waterslide fitted in
swimming pools. Hardly surprising, as this waterslide enables you to ride it simultaneously
as a whole family or group of friends. As the WaveRider is both open and safe, it is also highly
suitable for families with (young) children. An ideal attraction for all generations.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics WaveRider
Models

1 / >1 tracks, from 2000 mm to 5000 mm each
1 / >1 tracks, from 2000 mm to 5000 mm each

Design

Manufacturing margins (taper and gradient of choice)
Start height: max. 8 metre
Gradient: 10 to 35%
Top speed: 8 m/s
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Options

Min. 6 m³/h per metre wide
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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SUPERSLIDER

More lanes, more fun
The SuperSlider is highly popular among waterslide enthusiasts. After all, what could be more
fun than sliding down side by side? The length of the waterslide and the number of bumps
serve to increase the fun. And the more lanes, the fiercer the battle! Mats can be used in order
to speed up the ride: in that case, you skim over the surface of the water just like a surfer.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics SuperSlider
Models

2 to infinity x 1000 mm
2 to infinity x 1000 mm

Design

Manufacturing margins (taper and gradient of choice)
Gradient: 10 to 25%
Average speed: ≤5 m/s to 10 m/s
Top speed: 8 m/s to 14 m/s
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Options

6 m³/h per metre wide/per track
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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CHALLENGER

Versatile & challenging
The Watergames & More Challenger is the most popular waterslide among young and slightly
older users alike. This waterslide can be fitted with various special effects, so that the user
encounters another surprise around every bend. For example, colourful and enchanting
spirals and sound effects can be used to transform a standard Challenger into an exciting dark
waterslide, or a magically lit one.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Challenger
Models

800 mm / 1000 mm / 1200 mm
1000 mm

Design

Manufacturing margins (bends, taper, gradient of choice)
Gradient: 10 to 20%
Average speed: ≤5 m/s to 10 m/s
Top speed: 8 m/s to 14 m/s
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

90 - 120 m³/h
With Dazzler (see page 26) or Jiggler (see page 28)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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DOUBLEDIVER

Double the fun
Race against one another on this exciting DoubleDiver. The start-stop system releases the two
visitors simultaneously. That is when the race begins! Who will reach the bottom first? As the
loser generally wants revenge, this waterslide gives visitors all the more reason to ride it time
and time again.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics DoubleDiver
Models

2x 800 mm / 2x 1000 mm
2x 1000 mm
2000 mm
2000 mm

Design

Manufacturing margins (bends, taper, gradient of choice)
Gradient: 10 to 20%
Average speed: ≤5 m/s to 10 m/s
Top speed: 8 m/s to 14 m/s
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

(Enquire about the possibilities of using mats on the slide)
90 - 120 m³/h per waterslide
With Dazzler (see page 26) or Jiggler (see page 28)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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SPEEDRIDER

Adrenaline guaranteed
A ride on the SpeedRider is guaranteed to cause a serious rush of adrenaline! This waterslide
is super steep and fast: It takes visitors just a few seconds to reach the bottom. It is therefore
the perfect waterslide for daredevils. Because the SpeedRider is so fast, large numbers of
people can ride it within a short space of time. The addition of effects (such as flashing light
and music) makes the waterslide even more spectacular.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics SpeedRider
Models

800 mm / 1000 mm
600 mm / 700 mm
600 mm / 700 mm

Design

Manufacturing margins (bends, taper, gradient of choice)
Gradient: >20%
Max. average speed: >14 m/s
Landing: catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

90 -120 m³/h
With Dazzler (see page 26) and Jiggler (see page 28)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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THRILLSEEKER

For the true thrill-seeker
This is our most extreme waterslide. It is suitable for braver-than-average users only.
The ThrillSeeker’s incredibly steep gradient and extremely high speed make the ride truly
spectacular. It is even faster than the SpeedRider. The higher the starting point, the more
exciting the ride!
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics ThrillSeeker
Models

800 mm / 1000 mm
1000 mm

Design

Manufacturing margins (taper and gradient of choice)
Gradient: >20%
Max. average speed: >14 m/s
Landing: catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Options

90 - 120 m³/h
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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VOYAGER

Bon Voyage
Fast, exciting and spectacular: The Watergames & More Voyager is all of these and more! This
extreme waterslide can be ridden using a tyre or a mat, and can accommodate several people
simultaneously. Special effects, such as LED lighting, sound effects and music, can be added
to the waterslide to lend it even more appeal.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Voyager
Models

Design

1400 mm

2400 mm

1400 mm

2400 mm

Manufacturing margins (bends, taper, gradient of choice)
Gradient: +/- 8%
Max. average speed: ≤5 m/s
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

90 - 120 m³/h
With Dazzler (see page 26) or Shocker (see page 24)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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GLOBETROTTER

Conquer the wild river
The Globetrotter can be designed according to requirements. The waterslide can be made
either tranquil or wild, by adapting the gradient and introducing bumps and intermediate
pools, depending on the target group in question. Neither children, teenagers, nor adults for
that matter, are likely to become at all bored on the Globetrotter. This waterslide is highly
suitable for busy sites. Its width and characteristics render this waterslide ideal for extremely
high visitor numbers, while remaining safe.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Globetrotter
Models

2000 mm (Pools 6000 mm)
2000 mm (Pools 6000 mm)

Design

Manufacturing margins (bends, pools, bumps, gradient of choice)
Gradient: 0 to 13%
Max. average speed: ≤5 m/s
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

450 - 1000 m³/h
With Challenger (see apge 12) or Voyager (see page 20)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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ELEMENT TO BE ADDED:
SHOCKER

Sensational & surprising
Among the wildest and most extreme slides available, the Shocker stimulates users while also
attracting spectators’ attention. The start is both exciting and mysterious, as the user cannot
see what is coming. The sudden drop therefore comes as a shock accompanied by rapid
acceleration. The user then appears to slides up a steep wall. And then back down again, of
course!
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Shocker
Models
Design

2000 mm to 6000 mm

1400 mm to 2400 mm

2000 mm to 6000 mm

1400 mm to 2400 mm

Manufacturing margins (taper and gradient of choice)
Gradient: >10%
Landing: pool or catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

240 m³/h
Always with Voyager (see page 20)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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ELEMENT TO BE ADDED:
DAZZLER

Dazzlingly exciting
Give your visitors an experience they’ll never forget. On entering the Dazzler, possibly on a
tyre or mat, they will be surprised by its open space and peculiar shape. Next, they slide up
the walls of the conical Dazzler. The ride truly takes them all over the place! This provides an
essentially different experience to that of a tubular waterslide. The Dazzler can be readily
combined with a Challenger or Voyager to create the ultimate waterslide ride.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Dazzler
Models

6000 mm at its broadest point, at a length of 6000 mm
6000 mm at its broadest point, at a length of 6000 mm
6000 mm at its broadest point, at a length of 6000 mm

Design

Gradient: 8 to 10%
Top speed: 14 m/s
Landing: separate pool, catch unit or adjoining Challenger/Voyager

Method of use
Combinable with
Options

Always with Challenger (see page 12) or Voyager (see page 20)
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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ELEMENT TO BE ADDED:
JIGGLER

A good turn...
The Jiggler is a whirlpool of fun! Visitors first board a SpeedRider, which provides suitable
acceleration. They are then ejected into the Jiggler, to be spun around at high speed. The user
finally falls through a hole in the middle of the Jiggler, landing either in the swimming pool or
at the start of a ride on a Challenger. Light and sound effects can also be added to make the
ride even more exciting.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics Jiggler
Models

6000 mm / 9000 mm diameter
6000 mm / 9000 mm diameter

Design

Gradient: >20%
Landing: separate pool or adjoining Challenger

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with

150 m³/h
Starting point: Always in a SpeedRider (see page 16)
End point: Possibly in a Challenger (see page 12)

Options

Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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RAFTRAMBLER

Rafting down the waterslide
Visitors swish down on a shallow stream of water at high speed aboard either a one or
two-person raft. As these slides are suitable for fully clothed visitors, they can also be used
in less clement weather. They are available in combination with a tyre lift, which relieves your
visitors of the inconvenience of lugging their own rafts.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Characteristics RaftRambler
Models

Design

1400 mm

1400 mm

1400 mm

1400 mm

Manufacturing margins (taper and gradient of choice)
Gradient: +/- 22%
Landing: catch unit

Method of use
Water flow
Combinable with
Options

Suitable for fully clothed users
≥ 25 m³/h per track
With tyre lift
Virtually any RAL colour of choice or transparent
Thermal & acoustic insulation (if enclosed)
Multimedia effects
Daylight effects
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stair
Hot-dip galvanized steel stair (optionally spray painted in colour)
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PERSONALISE
YOUR WATERSLIDE

Complete & spectacular
We supply numerous elements designed entirely to your taste, which can be used to add
the finishing touches to your waterslide complete, such as catch units, stairs, insulation
and multimedia effects.

Multimedia effects are an ideal addition to your waterslide. We can render our slides
challenging, fast and interactive. An adventure for your target group, added value for
you, and increased attraction value of your site into the bargain. Visitors are continually
surprised by the options available, which therefore persuades them to return time after
time.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Catch unit
Watergames & More also supplies various solutions that enable users to land and leave the waterslide safely.
Fitting a catch unit helps you minimise the chance of visitors colliding with one another. The shallow depth of the
water in the catch unit enables users to swiftly leave the waterslide. We supply various types of catch unit, all of
which can of course be fully adapted to suit your taste, including finishing in virtually any RAL colour of choice.

Glass-fibre reinforced plastic or hot-dip galvanised steel stairs
Sound stairs are essential for both user safety and the appearance of the attraction. The stairs we design,
similarly to our slides, are always entirely custom made, and even match your theme if required. We can therefore
ensure that they merge seamlessly with your waterslide.
The decoration options are basically endless. If required, hot-dip galvanised steel stairs can be spray painted
in any RAL colour of choice. Glass-fibre reinforced plastic stairs on the other hand also offer scope for
advertisements.
Spiral stairs are particularly useful in areas with limited space. Wherever there is sufficient space available,
and in the case of mat and tyre slides, we recommend installation of a tower with intermediate landings.
As is the case with our waterslides, we set great store by the safety of the stair users. For
example, we ensure that the steps have an anti-slip surface, while all our stairs
naturally comply with the relevant legislation and regulations.
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PERSONALISE
YOUR WATERSLIDE

Thermal & acoustic insulation
A waterslide – and certainly one that is partly outdoors – can cause a considerable loss of heat and consequently
a waste of energy. We therefore recommend that a layer of insulation be applied to prevent such losses.
This layer has a both thermal and sound insulating effect. Visitors using the waterslide will notice that it is
considerably warmer. Furthermore, it prevents draughts and condensation on the interior of the waterslide, which
also enhances the comfort of the ride.
Wherever thermal and acoustic insulation is applied, a second shell is installed around the waterslide, so that
insulation material can be fitted between the two shells. This enables us to apply a substantially thick layer
of insulation material and therefore achieve a very high insulation value. The flanged joints between the tube
sections of the waterslide are also fitted with insulation material.
The minimum layer thickness of the thermal and acoustic insulation is therefore 50 to 80mm (equal to the flange
height of the waterslide). This yields an insulation coefficient of 0.7W/m²K. All the hardware for the multimedia
effects nevertheless remains readily accessible for regular maintenance. Thanks to the energy savings it yields,
the modest costs of this additional investment can be recovered within just a few years.
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Daylight effects and transparent sections
Daylight can be used to create a fairy-tale effect on your waterslide. In that case, symbols
and figures are incorporated in the walls of the waterslide during the manufacturing stage.
These effects can also be combined with LED lighting. You may opt to create an extra spectacular effect,
both inside and outside the waterslide, by including several completely transparent sections (not possible
in combination with insulation). These transparent tube sections are made of acrylic.

Multimedia package
The attractiveness of waterslides is largely determined by special effects and technical novelties. We have therefore
developed an innovative and high-quality package of multimedia effects for waterslides. These enable us to vouch
for carefree operation, while also offering your guests a spectacular experience.
MODULAR
The range comprises various components, with a basic unit that allows you to start off small and expand later. The
RGB-W LED’s are available in various models and shapes, which can be manufactured to within a centimetre of the
exact length required, then applied to the waterslide in all sorts of shapes. Details of the various options the range
offer can be found on the next page.
TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE
The components of the system were specifically developed for use in swimming pools and industrial environments.
This implies that they are fitted with fully water- and airtight insulation from the pool environment, and are
equipped to handle high user capacity. As a result, it is 99.99% fault-free, an achievement that was hitherto
unimaginable in our sector. The smart system nevertheless enables simple and intuitive use on a daily basis.
CUSTOMISATION
Themes can be custom made, while the LEDs can be incorporated in the waterslide in any conceivable shape. The
LEDs can be allocated the functions required, which can even be changed after installation. You can therefore
select an interactive game with touch points, thereby offering your visitors additional attraction value. Furthermore,
the ability to change themes helps you persuade visitors to come and rediscover your waterslide
time and time again. As we (are the Netherlands first and only waterslide supplier to)
manage the multimedia system ourselves, we can make these and many other
changes for you both conveniently and remotely.
More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60
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PERSONALISE
YOUR WATERSLIDE

Multimedia effects
The range of multimedia effects comprises various technical components, with a basic unit that allows you to start
off small and expand later. The options that the range offers vary from basic start and stop signalling, through time
registration systems, interactive games with touch points, and action shots to an infinite number of varied (themed)
light and sound effects.
BASIC UNIT: STOP-GO SYSTEM
Raise both the levels of fun and safety by equipping the waterslide with an electronic stop-go system. The red/green
light is connected to motion sensors in the waterslide. As a result, the users slide down in an orderly manner, which
increases the waterslide’s level of safety.
TIME REGISTRATION
This encourages visitors to ride the waterslide more often, in an attempt to improve their quickest time.
Thanks to the sensors fitted at the beginning and end of the waterslide, the time can be measured and displayed on
a scoreboard. The board can also be set to display the daily and monthly record times.
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More Information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

THEMED LIGHT & SOUND EFFECTS
The RGB-W LED’s are available in various models and shapes. This enables us to create effects
including a runway, a barrel effect, LED circles, a twister effect, arrows, or a starlit sky. The options available
also include figures, texts and even complete LED screens that show moving pictures. Your visitors choose their
preferred theme on a touch screen at the start of the waterslide ride. Disco, relax, jungle or Formula 1? All the
sound and light effects are adapted to the theme chosen. The system’s flexibility basically enables it to offer an
infinite range of themes to choose from. You can either compile a selection of our pre-programmed themes, or
have a custom theme developed. There is no need to make long-term choices: this system offers the opportunity
to retheme both conveniently and remotely.
INTERACTIVE GAMES WITH TOUCH POINTS
Interactive touch points create a competitive game element: The aim is for bathers to touch as many of these
points as possible during their ride on the waterslide, in an attempt to accumulate the highest possible score.
Whenever visitors succeed in hitting a touch point, a sound is emitted, which is in keeping with the chosen theme.
The scoreboard at the end of the waterslide displays the score. This enables bathers to issue one another a
sporting challenge to continually improve their scores.
ACTION PICTURES
You can offer your visitors the option of having an action photo taken during their ride on the waterslide.
The camera is triggered by the motion sensor at the end of the waterslide.
Once the picture has been taken, users can forward it to themselves
by email. A social media link can also be created, so that the
pictures can be shared, which may prove a useful
marketing tool to you.
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SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE

Sustainable water play
We greatly value a high-quality and sustainable product, in which regard service and
maintenance play vital roles. Provided the appropriate service and maintenance methods
are applied, we can vouch for both the condition and lifespan of your water attraction.
This assures you of both greater convenience and an extended operating period.

In order to offer you the best possible service, we have a service team, including fitters, who
can be swiftly deployed to your site to carry out (urgent) repairs. In addition, we offer service
contracts that cover the performance of regular maintenance on your water attraction.
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Maintenance

Warranty

On completion of your water attraction, you will receive
instructions for its maintenance, including directions
for the monthly inspections and tips on how to keep
the attraction in optimum condition. Proper care
facilitates both ease of maintenance for you and the
pleasure of use for your visitors.

Watergames & More assures you of the best quality
available, in terms of both our service and products.
We make use of both high-grade glass-fibre reinforced
polyester and steel. Given the high quality finish
involved, we can offer you a standard warranty period
of 5 years, or 10 years when combined with a service
contract. We would be pleased to inform you of the
particular warranty conditions applicable.

Service
In addition to regular maintenance, it is important that
your water attraction is extensively serviced several
times a year. If you wish, we can carry out all that is
required in this regard for you. Our services comprise
preventive and corrective maintenance on your water
attraction, including maintenance on the water
treatment unit. On-site or remote technical support
is also part of the service. Please do not hesitate to
enquire about the advantages our service offers, and
the terms and conditions applicable.

Advantages
The early detection of service points enables you
to avoid (possibly costly) repairs
Complete provision from A to Z, even after delivery
A single point of contact

Cleaning
If you wish, Watergames & More can also offer you the
service of complete annual cleaning and treatment
of your water attraction. This includes such duties as
limescale removal.
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REFERENCES
& CONTACT

Reference projects
Our website offers you inspiration by providing details
of some of the waterslides and total concepts that we
have completed. Every project is unique and therefore
calls for a different approach. We offer you an online
peek behind the scenes into the process of designing
and installing waterslides, so you know what to expect,
or can simply satisfy your curiosity and enthusiasm.
Discover how other swimming pools, leisure parks and
public spaces designed their water attractions. The
interviews, news reports, brochures, videos, photos and
social media reports available allow you to discover all
the ins and outs of each project. Check the projects
page on our website for details of reference projects.
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Contact
Do you have a question or a request?
If so, do not hesitate to contact us. Are
you curious about the team behind the
family business known as Watergames
& More? If so, then check the About Us
page on our website.

Service

Watergames & More B.V.

If you have any service queries,
please contact us at
service@watergamesandmore.com.

Argonstraat 86, 2718 SN Zoetermeer
T
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60
E
info@watergamesandmore.com
I
www.watergamesandmore.com
Want to stay informed?
Subscribe to our newsletter at
www.watergamesandmore.com/en

linkedin.com/company/watergamesandmore
facebook.com/watergamesandmore

www.watergamesandmore.com/en
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